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HOUGHTON MIFFLIN, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. An indispensable guide for introverts and extroverts alike. -- Inc. Magazine A Wall
Street Journal, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly Bestseller Every interaction is a performance,
and much of our success--professional and personal--hinges on being able to inspire an audience.
And while some people seem to be naturals in the spotlight, this ability very rarely derives from
talent alone. Confident communication is a skill, and anyone can learn how to do it. In Steal the
Show, New York Times best-selling author, top-rated corporate speaker, and former professional
actor Michael Port teaches you how to make the most of your own moments in the spotlight. He
makes it easy to give your presentations a clear focus, engage your listeners, manage your nerves,
play the right role in every situation to give your message maximum impact, and much more.
Drawing on his MFA training at the prestigious Graduate Acting Program at New York University,
Port has engineered a system that the non-actor can use to ensure his or her voice is heard when it
matters most. The most unique and practical book written on the topic of...
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Extensive guideline! Its this sort of excellent read. it had been writtern quite properly and helpful. You can expect to like just how the writer create this
book.
-- Mr. Gustave Gerhold-- Mr. Gustave Gerhold

This book will never be straightforward to start on reading through but quite enjoyable to learn. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading
this one. Your lifestyle span will probably be convert once you complete reading this publication.
-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM
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